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Under SJXVL, the Rector 3PH SCD increases to _ a 28.6% increase over
the existing system. This "new wires" option increases the number of
transmission lines serving the electric needs area increases from four to six.
Likewise, if the entire west leg of the corridor is rebuilt with a double-circuit 230
kV transmission line and both circuits are strung with 2B-1033 ACSR conductors,
the Rector 3PH SCD increases to _ a 55.3% increase over the existing
system. This "new wires" option does not increase the number of230-kV
transmission circuits serving the electric needs area, but increases the number of
conductors serving the area due to the bundl ing of conductors (four transmission
lines each with two conductors per phase equals eight physical wires per phase).
Because of the increase in the number of wires, the "new wires" options will
result in a significant improvement in system strength serving the area.

Contingency (N-l and N-2l SCD Analysis

While the base-case SCD analysis as discussed above assumed all transmission
lines in service, real-time system stability problems that would compromise
reliable service to load are most likely under transmission line outage conditions.
These are the conditions where system strength is even more important for
maintaining safe and reliable service to load. Under NERC Transmission
Planning Standards' , loss ofload demand is not permitted for category B
disturbances (i.e. N- l ), and uncontrolled loss of load demand is not permitted for
category C disturbances (i.e. N-2). NERC Transmission Planning Standards also
require that the system remain stable under both Category B and Category C
disturbances.

Therefore contingency SCD analysis was also performed to compare system
strength upon N-l and N-2 line outage conditions. This contingency SCD
analysis was performed by removing either one line (N-l) or two lines (N-2)
between Big Creek and Rector and recalculating the three-phase SCD at Rector.
The results are summarized below.

2 NERC Transmission Plannin g Standards TPL-OOl- 2 and TPL-003-0
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